
The smart choice in dielectric fluid
Superior f luid means better transformers 25+ years validated, tested 

and proven in millions of 
installations worldwide
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Choose the fluid that 
delivers more
Specifying a dielectric fluid can seem a small part of planning for 
a new transformer. But the decision can have big consequences. 
Choosing FR3® fluid by Cargill means not having to compromise 
on superior transformer performance, safety, environmental 
friendliness or ROI. You can have it all.

Better transformer performance

With FR3 fluid in your transformers, the grid will gain flexible 
load capacity without sacrificing transformer life or reliability, and 
transformers will have reduced chances of dielectric failure with 
extended lifespans.

Better safety for people  
and the planet

When you choose FR3 fluid, you reduce the risk of explosion 
and fire — and so reduce the risk of damage to equipment and 
people. And using FR3 fluid can mean simpler containment and 
spill remediation. Plus, the fluid is nonhazardous in soil and water.

Better for business

The unique properties of FR3 fluid can dramatically improve 
a transformer’s load capacity, insulation paper lifespan, overall 
footprint, fire risk, and more.* When transformers are better across 
the board, so is your return.
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